
lot Price

Sold

Online description

1 1150 Farm King 7’ 3pt rotary finish mower, 540 PTO with box of new 

2 1600

Century 1000 gal poly tank sprayer with 60’ hyd booms, small 1000 PTO, on 2-wheel pull-type cart has monitor,

 and extra sprayer tips for Dicamba spray nozzles 

3 1400 Artsway 240B 20’ stalk cutter with small 1000 PTO 

4 400 Iowa Homemade 12-row hyd fold 30” Ridge-till row cleaner, 3pt 

5 1400 Texas John Deere 1100 hyd fold 24’ 3pt field cultivator with 2-tine drag 

6 800

Noble 12-row 30” Ro-Runner row crop s-tine hyd fold cultivator, arms have been lengthened for high residue, 

has rolling shields and front gauge wheels 

7 1800

Hiniker 12-row 30” hyd fold cultivator, has tunnel shields, disk coulters, also has older tunnel rolling shields,

 other misc parts – see pictures and 12) Hiniker 18” shovels 

8 1800 Iowa John Deere 400 3pt hyd flat fold rotary hoe with front gauge wheels, 30’, with extensions 

9 3000 South Dakota Case IH #14 3pt 5-shank V-ripper with auto resets, has front gauge wheels and coulters 

10 3000 Case IH 4800 Vibra Shank 25’ hyd fold field cultivator with 3-tine drag 

11 5100

Case IH 4800 Vibra Shank 28’ hyd fold field cultivator with 3-tine drag has new shovels, oscillating tandems, 

excellent condition 

12 13000 Case IH 3950 22.5’ tandem disk, wheels on the wings, blades recently sharpened with 3-tine drag, excellent condition 

13 10000 Killbros 1160 600 bu grain cart, with roll tarp, small 1000 PTO 

14 6750 Wisconsin Parker 625 bu Grain Chariots wagon with Parker gear and Shur-Lok roll tarp, 445/65R 22.5 Michelin tires 

15 700 Killbros 230 bu gravity wagon with Sudenga seed auger with hyd obit drive motor on 10-ton gear

16 5750

1996 Volvo day cab semi, Fuller 10-speed Trans, 400,000+ miles, M11 diesel engine, red, new ECM module, 

VIN 4V4VDBPF3TN846522 

17 3200

1975 Chevy C65 tandem over electric hyd tag axle truck with Scott 18’ steel box, Shur-lok roll tarp, twin hyd posts, 96, 864 

miles, 5/2 speed trans, rebuilt gas engine with approx. 500 miles on it, 

near new clutch, 9.00-20 tires, VIN CCE675V100791

18 18000 1999 Timpte Super Hopper double hopper bottom grain trailer, 42’, with Shur-Lok auto roll tarp

19 50000

Case IH 1250 hyd front fold 12-row 30” Early Riser planter, big 1000 PTO pump, with 2) poly bulk center fill tanks,  

clean sweep, has Precision planting system, pneumatic down pressure, trash whippers, openers are one year old, clean 

sweep/folding/population monitors, excellent condition, SN 007777 

20 67000 Iowa

1995 Case IH 7250 MFWD tractor, 5523 hours, 16) front weights, rock box, 420/85R 30 front tires, 480/80R 46

 rear rubber with duals, triple hyd, big 1000 PTO, 3pt, has GPS system with Case FM 750 monitor and Trimble globe with auto 

steer, LED lights, SN 65571



21 40000

1990 Case IH 7140 Magnum MFWD tractor, 8155 hours, 18) front weights, rock box, 380/85R 30 front tires, 

18.4x42 rear rubber with duals, approx. 1000 hours on rebuilt trans, hoods been repainted, 2nd owner, new seat, new 

interior work and seat, 3pt, quick hitch, triple hyd with return flow for the orbit motor for planter, SN 25792 

22 29000

1990 Case IH 7130 2WD tractor, 9160 hours, 420/80R 46 rear tires with duals, big 1000 PTO, triple hyd with hyd 

orbit return, near new cab head liner inside, detachable rock box, has GPS system with Case FM 750 monitor and Trimble 

globe with auto steer, SN 15863

23 19000

1981 International 1586 tractor, 18.4x42 radial rear rubber with duals, triple hyd, small 1000 PTO, new style A/C, 

quick hitch, 3pt, 1000 hours on engine overhaul, 4865 original hours, new inside cab head liner and seat, SN 21841

24 18500

1978 International 1086 tractor, 18.4x38 radial rear rubber with duals, 1-near new rear tire, triple hyd, small 

1000 PTO, new style A/C, 7966 hours, one owner, excellent condition, SN 33036 

25 9250

1967 International Farmall 656 hydro gas tractor, WF, fenders, new seat, hours not accurate, 15.5x38 rear rubber, 

valves have been ground ~ 1 year ago, 540 PTO, dual hyd, fast hitch, SN 30576 

26 36000

1999 Case IH 2388 axial-flow combine with Maurer grain tank extension, chopper and spreader, 5055 engine hours, 

3379 separator hours, near new rear tires, one near new front tire, 2 years ago went to shop and spent $25,000 on combine 

upkeep, buddy seat, excellent condition, SN 265443

27 14000 Wisconsin Case IH 2206 6-row 30” corn head with poly snouts, calmers-chopper rolls, excellent condition, SN 18036 

28 4750 Case IH 1020 25’ bean head with John Deere head cart gear 


